
Senior Consultant - Air Quality and/or Acoustics

a background / history of air quality and/or acoustics related engineering consulting success
(industrial and infrastructure),  
have worked on both small and medium sized projects, 
excellent mathematical and modelling capability, 
excellent communication and interpersonal skills in particular successful client management,
commercial nous and understanding, 
an attitude and belief in working as a proactive team member in a professional but relaxed
culture in order to gain quality outcomes and engender a successful working environment.  

Are you ready to take your career to the next level?  Are you keen to be able to influence more -
and make a real difference?  This is an opportunity that may well change your life and take it in a
more focused and rewarding direction.  If you are a senior Engineer with Environmental
Engineering Consulting experience (5+ years) and have the desire and capability to work in a small
to medium sized growing Company where you will be respected and have the opportunity to be
challenged, and build on your career, read on…….. 
 

Assured Environmental is a well-established, reputable, Consulting Engineering business that has a
solid history of success working on projects in Australia and Overseas.  The Company continues to
deliver quality services and exceptional customer practices to their solid client base, as well as
offering their employees a true team culture that is stable (low turnover of staff), professional and
caring. You and your fellow staff can be challenged in this work environment due to the quality and
nature of projects undertaken by the Company.
 

As a Senior Engineer / Specialist in the business’s Consulting Services team, you will be responsible
and accountable for delivering “end to end” solutions.  You will be involved in all activities
pertaining to working in a busy consulting engineering practice including developing lasting
customer relationships and consulting closely with clients, providing design expertise, assisting in
managing projects from design and development to delivery and final handover. You will work in a
cohesive manner to drive the agreed business strategies (agreed budgets and KPI’s), ensure
execution of best business practices - ultimately ensuring the continued success and forward
direction of the business. 
 

You will be a Senior Consulting Engineer / Specialist – with relevant Tertiary Qualifications and
Professional Registrations and Legislation knowledge. You will demonstrate: 

This position can be based in Brisbane or Sydney. Excellent career path opportunities – including
Team Leadership / Management.  Salary commensurate with experience including the added
benefit of having an uncapped performance bonus.

To apply for this opportunity, please send your resume and a cover letter to
ting@assuredenv.com.au 


